Carrier Multiplication in InAs Nanocrystal Quantum Dots with an Onset Defined by the Energy Conservation Limit
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ABSTRACT

Carrier multiplication (CM) is a process in which absorption of a single photon produces not just one but multiple electron−hole pairs (excitons). This effect is a potential enabler of next-generation, high-efficiency photovoltaic and photocatalytic systems. On the basis of energy conservation, the minimal photon energy required to activate CM is two energy gaps ($2E_g$). Here, we analyze CM onsets for nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs) based upon combined requirements imposed by optical selection rules and energy conservation and conclude that materials with a significant difference between electron and hole effective masses such as III−V semiconductors should exhibit a CM threshold near the apparent $2E_g$ limit. Further, we discuss the possibility of achieving sub-$2E_g$ CM thresholds through strong exciton−exciton attraction, which is feasible in NQDs. We report experimental studies of exciton dynamics (Auger recombination, intraband relaxation, radiative recombination, multie exciton generation, and biexciton shift) in InAs NQDs and show that they exhibit a CM threshold near $2E_g$.

Carrier Multiplication Thresholds in Bulk and Nanocrystalline Semiconductors. It has recently been established that carrier multiplication (CM), the production of multiple excitons following absorption of a single photon of sufficient energy, is efficient within the range of solar photon energies in semiconductor nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs).1−9 This finding is important because CM can potentially provide increased power conversion efficiency in low-cost, single-junction photovoltaics via an enhanced photocurrent.10,11 To obtain optimum photovoltaic power conversion efficiency using a single semiconductor material with energy gap $E_g$, it is desirable that the CM onset energy is minimal and that the CM efficiency above the onset is as large as is allowed by energy conservation.

According to energy conservation, the apparent minimal photon energy that is required to activate CM ($\hbar\omega_{CM}$) is simply $2E_g$. However, the CM thresholds observed in bulk materials are significantly larger than this value.12,13 In bulk semiconductors, the generally accepted mechanism for multie exciton generation is impact ionization in which a high-energy electron (or a hole) transfers its energy to a valence-band electron that is excited across the energy gap.14 The CM threshold in this case is determined not only by conservation of energy but also by conservation of transla-
of photoexcited electrons (\(E_e\)) and holes (\(E_h\)) are characterized by the same set of quantum numbers that determine the angular momentum (\(L\)) and the number of nodes in its radial component (\(n\)). As a result, the energies of photoexcited electrons (\(E_e\)) and holes (\(E_h\)) are given by

\[
E_{e,h} = \left( \frac{\hbar^2 \phi^2_{nl}}{2m_{e,h}R^2} \right),
\]

where \(m_e\) and \(m_h\) are electron and hole effective masses, \(R\) is the NQD radius, and \(\phi_{nl}\) is the \(n\)th root of the Bessel function of the \(L\)th order. This expression indicates that the energy of a photon in excess of the energy gap, \((\hbar \omega - E_g)\), is distributed between the electron and the hole in inverse proportion to their effective masses: \(E_e/E_h = m_h/m_e\).

Next we apply energy conservation, according to which promotion of the secondary electron across the energy gap can only occur if the greater of two energies \(E_e\) and \(E_h\) is equal to \(E_g\) [\(\max(E_e,E_h) = E_g\)], which leads to the following expression for \(\hbar \omega_{CM}\) (assuming that \(m_e \leq m_h\): \(\hbar \omega_{CM} = E_g(2 + m_e/m_h)\), as introduced by us in ref 3. In the case of \(m_e = m_h\), it predicts a \(3E_g\) threshold. This value is smaller than that obtained for bulk semiconductors (\(4E_g\)) for \(m_e = m_h\), which is a direct consequence of the fact that for NQDs we disregard translational momentum conservation at the secondary-electron excitation step. Of course, simple two-band models forego the complexity of the detailed electronic structure of a nanocrystalline material associated, for example, with multi-sub-band character of the valence band in II–VI and III–V semiconductors. However, such two-band models should be a good guide for predicting the energetic onset of CM. This is because the lowest-energy electronic transition that can possibly result in an electron with a sufficiently high energy to undergo CM likely originates from the valence sub-band with the largest carrier mass (e.g., the heavy-hole sub-band in InAs).

The expression derived above agrees reasonably well with available experimental results. In lead salt NQDs, electron and hole masses are nearly identical, therefore, the expected CM threshold is \(3E_g\). This value is in good agreement with CM thresholds measured for both PbSe and PbS NQDs.\(^{1,5}\) In CdSe, the electron is approximately six times lighter than the hole and, therefore, \(\hbar \omega_{CM}\) is expected to drop to \(\sim 2.2E_g\). Indeed, the measured CM threshold for CdSe NQDs (\(2.5E_g\)) is lower than those in PbSe and PbS NQDs. Some discrepancy between estimated and measured values of \(\hbar \omega_{CM}\) can be attributed to significant anisotropy of the valence band in CdSe and the presence of multiple valence sub-bands.

On the basis of the considerations described above, one would expect that materials with a significant difference between \(m_e\) and \(m_h\) should approach the \(2E_g\) limit for the CM activation threshold (see Figure 1c). Potential candidates for having reduced CM thresholds are the III–V semiconductors. For example, in InAs, \(m_e/m_h\) is ca. 0.05 and this ratio is even smaller (\(\sim 0.03\)) for InSb. Additionally, III–V NQDs of compositions such as InAs and InSb have an energy gap that is tunable through the near-infrared, which is ideally suited for optimizing the performance of NQD-based photovoltaic structures.\(^{10}\) Finally, the use of III–V nanostructures can help to solve issues of material toxicity, which is a concern in the case of NQDs based on lead salts.

III–V NQDs are also well-suited for studies of the effect of Coulomb exciton–exciton (X–X) interactions on the CM activation thresholds. The dielectric constants of III–V semiconductors are much smaller than those of lead salts.

**Figure 1.** Carrier multiplication thresholds in bulk semiconductors and NQDs. (a) Because of restrictions imposed by energy and translational momentum conservation at both photoexcitation (left) and impact-ionization (right) steps, the CM threshold in bulk materials is greater than \(2E_g\). In the case of semiconductors with identical electron and hole masses \((m_e = m_h)\), the conservation laws result in the \(4E_g\) CM threshold. (b) In NQDs, the initial photoexcitation step (left) is controlled by optical-selection rules according to which the energy of a photon in excess of the energy gap is distributed between the electron and the hole inversely proportionally to their effective masses. Because of the zero-dimensional character of the NQD density of states, one can disregard translational momentum conservation at the secondary-electron generation step and only account for energy conservation. Elimination of restrictions associated with momentum conservation reduces the CM threshold, which in the case of \(m_e = m_h\) becomes equal to \(3E_g\). (c) CM onset can approach \(2E_g\) if \(m_e \ll m_h\) and, hence, most of the energy deposited by a photon is acquired by the electron. (d) Coulomb X–X interaction energy, \(\Delta_{XX}\), can reduce the energy required to generate an additional excitation in the presence of an existing excitation and, hence, lower the CM onset below the apparent limit of \(2E_g\).
Therefore, X−X interaction energy ($\Delta_{XX}$) is expected to be greater in InAs NQDs compared to that of, e.g., PbSe NQDs. An interesting aspect of the studies of X−X Coulomb coupling in the context of CM is the possibility of reducing the CM threshold below the apparent minimum of $2E_g$. Because of the strong X−X attraction ($\Delta_{XX} < 0$) that exists in NQDs,\textsuperscript{18} the energy of a NQD two-exciton state (biexciton) can be significantly smaller than twice the single-exciton energy, resulting in a large biexciton binding energy ($\delta E_{XX}$), which is $\delta E_{XX} = -\Delta_{XX}$. For example, previous studies of CdSe NQDs indicate that the X−X interaction energy can be as large as tens of meV.\textsuperscript{18} In the case of infrared materials, such values could represent a significant fraction of the NQD energy gap and, therefore, could appreciably lower the CM threshold. In materials with a significant disparity between electron and hole effective masses, the X−X interactions can potentially shift the CM threshold even below $2E_g$ to values determined by the condition $\hbar \omega_{CM} = 2E_g - |\Delta_{XX}|$ (see Figure 1d).

After we began measurements of CM in III−V NQDs, an initial study of CM in an InAs−CdSe−ZnSe core−shell NQDs was reported in which transient conductivity and quasi-continuous-wave photoluminescence (PL) methods were used to detect CM.\textsuperscript{9} A promising result of this work was the observation of a high CM efficiency (1.6 exciton per absorbed photon) for a photon energy of 2.74$E_g$, which is suggestive of a $2E_g$ limit. This previous study, however, did not determine either the CM energy onset or the spectral dependence of CM efficiency above the threshold, while both of those are important characteristics of the CM process.

Here, we study CM in InAs NQDs using a transient-absorption (TA) method originally introduced by us in ref 1. We first determine size-dependent rates of Auger recombination using direct excitation of multixcitons at high pump fluences. The biexciton lifetimes increase rapidly with NQD size, as has been previously observed for other types of NQDs.\textsuperscript{19} With an understanding of the Auger recombination times, we then perform studies of CM efficiency as a function of excitation photon energy. We find that CM is efficient in InAs NQDs, with a measured quantum efficiency (QE) of photon-to-exciton conversion of up to 200%, which corresponds to complete saturation of the lowest-energy, 2-fold degenerate 1S electron level. We also directly measure the CM energy onset and observe that, for certain NQD sizes, it is near the energy-conservation-defined minimum of $2E_g$. The threshold for CM appears to exhibit some size dependence in this class of materials, which has not been observed previously for other types of NQDs studied in the context of CM. The growth of QE above the CM threshold is approximately linear with energy and is characterized by a slope (differential QE; ref 3) of $\sim 35\% / E_g$. We also examine a potential contribution of the X−X interaction energy to the CM onset energy by analyzing the amplitude of a TA feature associated with the Coulomb-interaction-induced shift of the band-edge optical transition.

**Experimental Methods.** Colloidal InAs NQDs of controlled size were synthesized by following the report by Guzelian et al.\textsuperscript{20} and were in some instances over-coated with successive layers of CdSe by using the method described by Cao et al.\textsuperscript{21} until the emission quantum yield was maximized (2−3 monolayers of CdSe). Dynamical studies were performed using a femtosecond (50 fs pulse width) TA system that was made tunable with two optical parametric amplifiers. Measurements were performed at room temperature on NQD samples dissolved in hexane or in the form of solid films (the form of the sample does not alter the processes of Auger recombination or CM). Pump pulses of controlled intensity, photon energy, and temporal delay were spatially overlapped with probe pulses that were tuned to the 1S absorption feature of an NQD sample. In all TA measurements, we determine the average number of pump pulse photons absorbed per NQD, $N_{\text{abs}}$, that we can both calculate and experimentally verify.\textsuperscript{22,23} Time-resolved emission measurements were performed using an InP/InGaAs photomultiplier tube and photon-counting electronics.

To detect and quantify CM, we exploit distinct differences in population dynamics of single excitons versus multixcitons in NQDs. In high-quality NQDs, single excitons decay on a slow (tens to hundreds of nanoseconds) time scale that is typically controlled by radiative recombination. Multixcitons, in contrast, relax via efficient Auger recombination, which occurs on a fast (tens to hundreds of picosecond) time scale in all colloidal NQD materials reported to date\textsuperscript{1,2,4,25} and leaves a single exciton at a later time. TA dynamics monitored at the energy of the 1S band-edge feature are dominated by state filling and exhibit a bleach amplitude that is primarily determined by the number of electrons in the 1S state. The contribution from holes to the 1S bleach is insignificant because of close separation between valence-band states, which results in small occupation numbers of individual hole levels.\textsuperscript{2,6,27}

The pump-induced absorption change at the position of the 1S transition, $\Delta_{1S}$, provides a measure of the total number of carriers occupying the 1S state averaged across the NQD ensemble. Because Auger recombination is nearly 100% efficient in materials that exhibit slow radiative recombination, CM quantum efficiency can be measured simply as the ratio of early time bleach amplitude divided by the amplitude of a long-lived “single-excitonic” background. In the case when multixcitons are generated at high pump fluences via a traditional mechanism of sequential absorption of multiple photons, it is important to account for nonlinearity of the 1S TA response as a function of the average number of excitons per NQD.\textsuperscript{23} However, when multixcitons are produced via CM, the nonlinearity is insignificant if the average exciton multiplicity (defined as QE/100%) does not exceed the degeneracy of the 1S level.$^6$ The latter was the case in the present experiments, in which the measured QEs did not exceed 200%.

**Single-Exciton and Biexciton Dynamics.** To determine CM efficiencies in III−V NQDs, we first characterize single- and multixciton dynamics in these materials. Typical absorption and PL spectra of InAs core-only NQDs (diameter = 4.3 nm, trioctylphosphine-capped) and InAs−CdSe core−shell NQDs, which were prepared by following the reports
of Guzelian et al.\textsuperscript{20} and Cao et al.,\textsuperscript{21} respectively, are shown in Figure 2a. As reported by Cao et al.,\textsuperscript{21} the lowest-energy absorption feature (referred to below as the 1S exciton feature) red-shifts significantly upon growth of the shell and the emission quantum yield increases dramatically (by a factor of \( \sim 100 \)). Also, the Stokes shift between the 1S absorption feature and the PL band remains approximately constant upon growth of the CdSe shell, which indicates that type-I band alignment is maintained between the InAs core and the CdSe shell.\textsuperscript{21}
Figure 2b shows pump-intensity-dependent TA measurements performed on InAs–CdSe core–shell NQDs (here InAs core diameter is 3.9 nm) using a probe pulse tuned to the energy of the 1S absorption maximum (1.24 eV) at a delay of 1.5 ps after a 1.55-eV excitation pulse of controlled intensity. The transient absorbance (−Δα) divided by the ground-state absorbance (α₀) exhibits initial linear growth with increasing pump intensity until the calculated number of photogenerated electron–hole pairs (excitons), N₂, begins to exceed 1 (the absorption cross section is calculated to be α₁.55 eV (cm²) = 8.9 × 10⁻¹⁷ [rnm]²). For N₂ > 1, −Δα/α₀ begins to saturate at a value of ~0.5. Saturation is typical of other NQD materials and is attributed to filling of the 1S electron state, which is characterized by 2-fold degeneracy for InAs NQDs. The saturation value of [Δα/α₀] is theoretically expected to approach 1, but often does not, possibly as a result of photoinduced absorption. While changing the absolute value of Δα, the potential contribution from photoinduced absorption is not expected to significantly affect CM efficiency measurements because they rely not on absolute but on relative values of TA signals (specifically, the ratio of the short- to long-time TA amplitudes).

Dynamics measured at the 1S exciton absorption peak for several pump pulse intensities (using 1.55 eV pump photon energy) are shown in Figure 2c. It can be seen in the inset of Figure 2c that the rise of the 1S transient bleach occurs on a subpicosecond time scale (build-up time τᵣ = 0.66 ± 0.06 ps for this sample; black squares). The 1S rise time is also found to be dependent upon the 1S exciton energy and becomes faster for higher exciton energy, which corresponds to smaller NQD size. Because the band-edge TA signal build-up is controlled by electron relaxation into the lowest-energy 1S state, a decrease of τᵣ for smaller NQD sizes indicates confinement-induced enhancement in electron intraband relaxation. This effect has been previously observed for, e.g., CdSe and InP NQDs and has been attributed to high-efficiency, Auger-type electron–hole energy transfer. The cooling rate that we measure for InAs NQDs (e.g., ~0.5 eV/fs for NQDs with a 1S absorption maximum at 1.24 eV) is consistent with rates observed for this process for CdSe NQDs.

At low 1.55 eV pump intensity, for which less than one exciton is generated per NQD, the 1S-exciton TA relaxation dynamics of the InAs–CdSe core–shell NQDs are very slow, with no discernible decay over the experimental time window. As the pump intensity is increased, a fast relaxation component (with a relaxation time on the order of tens of picoseconds) grows into the dynamics. TA studies performed on InAs core-only NQDs (probed at 1.30 eV) exhibit similar pump-power-dependent behavior except that the core-only material exhibits a single exciton decay time constant of 192 ± 22 ps (Figure 2d), similar to the report of Chen et al. To further understand the single exciton dynamics in this material, we performed time-resolved PL measurements of InAs core-only and InAs–CdSe core–shell NQD samples dissolved in hexane for a fixed InAs core diameter of 5.1 nm (excitation at 1.55 eV). Figure 2e shows that relaxation in the core-only material (monitored at 1.12 eV), which has an emission quantum yield of only 0.3%, is biexponential and is dominated (75% of the decay) by a subnanosecond relaxation time constant (~0.6 ns relaxation time measured with an instrument response function of ~0.4 ns) with a smaller amplitude 10.8 ns relaxation component. Deposition of a CdSe shell on this same InAs core results in a much higher emission quantum yield of ~37% and markedly slower relaxation (monitored at 0.99 eV) that is single exponential with a time constant of 205 ns. The multieponential relaxation behavior of the core-only NQD sample indicates the subnanosecond relaxation, which is also observed in single-exciton dynamics monitored with TA (Figure 2d), is likely due to carrier trapping rather than radiative relaxation, as has previously been reported for epitaxial and colloidal samples. Comparable results were obtained for other InAs core sizes. The very long excited-state lifetime of the InAs–CdSe core–shell NQD material is notable given that the estimated radiative lifetime is on the order of 1 ns (following a calculation based upon bulk properties). The slow relaxation is also reminiscent of the long excited-state lifetime that is observed in studies of PbSe NQDs. Rationalization of the slow relaxation in PbSe NQDs has drawn upon consideration of the large dielectric screening correction of the optically active exciton radiative recombination rate. However, the same calculation applied to InAs NQDs does not provide for a reduced rate of radiative relaxation. Thus, we attribute the slow radiative relaxation in InAs NQDs to involvement of a low-lying, optically passive dark exciton state.

The TA-based observation of a fast relaxation process at high pump intensity seen in Figure 2c,d does not conclusively demonstrate that the faster relaxation component is due to Auger recombination. In other NQD materials in which Auger recombination is well-established, a direct relationship between biexciton lifetime and NQD volume has been observed. Thus, to establish that the fast relaxation seen in TA dynamics at high pump intensity is due to Auger recombination, we measured pump-power dependent TA dynamics for a variety of InAs NQD sizes. However, because the utilized synthetic route to InAs NQDs provides undesirably broad NQD size/shape distributions (~13% size dispersion is typical), which introduces uncertainty in the NQD dimensions, here we consider the relation of biexciton lifetime to the NQD confinement energy Eₓ = Eₓ(NQD) − Eₓ(bulk). Eₓ is related to the NQD volume V within the spherically symmetric confinement potential approximately as V = Eₓ−3/2. In Figure 2f, we plot τₓ as a function of Eₓ−3/2 and observe a roughly linear relationship between these two quantities, which supports the interpretation of the fast relaxation observed at high pump intensity as Auger recombination of biexcitons. We also point out that the biexciton lifetimes of InAs core-only NQDs follow the same trend as that shown for InAs–CdSe core–shell NQDs. Additionally, 1S exciton energies for InAs core-only and InAs–CdSe core–shell NQDs were related to the radius of InAs core-only NQDs using the data from ref 20 to determine an
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effective NQD radius (this is an “effective” radius because the 1S exciton energy shifts to lower energy upon growth of a CdSe shell). Bieexciton lifetime plotted versus the NQD volume based on this effective NQD radius exhibits a linear relationship.

**CM Onset and Efficiency.** With an understanding of single- and multie exciton dynamics, we next perform measurements of CM efficiency. Figure 3a shows comparisons of TA dynamics (normalized at long time after Auger recombination has completed) that are collected using different excitation photon energies for an InAs–CdSe core–shell NQD. Development of Auger recombination dynamics using low-energy pump photons (no CM possible) with increasing pump intensity are shown as an inset. CM efficiencies as determined from the early time TA bleach maximum divided by the signal value at times after which only a single exciton per excited NQD remains (see Experimental Methods section) are shown in Figure 3b. Distinct from our previous CM studies on PbSe, PbS, and CdSe NQDs, in which we observe a fixed CM onset (quantified in terms of the number of energy gaps) above which CM efficiency grows linearly with a slope of ~$100%/E_g$ (see Figure 3b inset), here we observe some NQD size-dependent variation in both the onset for CM and differential QE. Moreover, the CM onset appears to approach $2E_g$ as the 1S exciton energy decreases (i.e., as the NQD size increases), which constitutes the apparent minimum energy required for generation of two excitons from a single photon. Above this energy onset, we observe roughly linear growth of CM efficiency with a slope of ~$35%/E_g$. CM is also observable in core-only InAs NQDs, although with a seemingly higher CM threshold and smaller differential QE than the (red-shifted) core–shell material. At present, we cannot comment definitively on the observed size- and passivation-dependent trends. We are currently analyzing these trends within different CM models²,⁴,⁴²–⁴⁵ and expect that the observed variations may help to clarify the CM mechanism in NQDs.

During the course of our CM studies, we observed that PL intensity decreases as a function of laboratory time under illumination with high photon energies (see Figure 3c inset). We also noticed that degradation in the PL intensity does not occur if the sample is vigorously stirred. Photoinduced changes in the PL intensity observed for a “static” sample (no stirring) can result from a variety of processes (photochemical or photophysical). One possible effect is accumulation of long-lived charges in NQDs (NQD charging), which would reduce the PL intensity by introducing an additional nonradiative pathway for a photoexcited exciton via Auger recombination. Photoinduced charging can also lead to the development of a fast component in TA traces, which might be confused for the CM signal.

A distinct signature of long-lived charges in NQDs is a slow-relaxing bleaching of band-edge absorption, which persists on time scales longer than the period between two consecutive pump pulses (2 ms in these measurements). In
our experiments, however, we do not detect any signatures of such bleaching (with $\sim 2\%$ accuracy) for either a "static" or a stirred sample, indicating that NQDs are not getting appreciably charged when excited with high-energy photons. We also performed CM measurements under “static” (where PL degradation is observed) and rapid stirring conditions (in which PL degradation is not observed). As can be seen in Figure 3c, measured CM efficiencies are not affected by stirring and, hence, the effects leading to PL degradation apparently do not affect the CM process.

**Exciton–Exciton Interaction Energy.** We performed measurements to determine the Coulomb X–X interaction strength in InAs NQDs because the energy required to produce a biexciton, and hence, the CM threshold, can be reduced by $\Delta_{XX}$. The values of $\Delta_{XX}$ in larger epitaxial quantum dots of InAs have been reported to be $\sim 2$–9 meV. Very recently, Pijpers et al. reported biexciton binding energies for InAs–CdSe–ZnSe core–shell–shell NQDs of $\sim 3$–9 meV (for 1S exciton energy in the range of 0.85–1.05 eV) using a quasicontinuous-wave PL method. Here, we determine $\Delta_{XX}$ for an InAs–CdSe core–shell NQD sample using a spectrally resolved TA method. Spectrally resolved TA dynamics exhibit a photoinduced absorption feature on the low-energy side of the 1S exciton transient bleach feature, which has a lifetime that is dictated by intraband relaxation of an excited exciton into the 1S state. This photoinduced absorption feature originates from Coulomb-interaction-induced shift of the 1S transition in the presence of a photoexcited exciton (the “biexciton shift” effect). The amplitude of this feature normalized by the amplitude of the 1S exciton bleach directly relates to the magnitude of the shift (inset of Figure 4b) and, therefore, can be used to elucidate the X–X interaction energy.

Shown in Figure 4a is the TA spectrum measured for a pump delay that corresponds to the maximum transient signal amplitude (pump delay $<1$ ps) for an InAs–CdSe core–shell with a core diameter of 2.8 nm using low-intensity 1.77 eV excitation. A photoinduced absorption that is redshifted from the 1S bleach is clearly observable and transient dynamics measured at the amplitude maxima of the bleach ($B_m$) and induced absorption ($A_m$) (shown in Figure 4b) show that the decay of the induced absorption feature corresponds with the appearance of the 1S bleach feature, typical of a biexciton shift. From analysis of the ratio $A_m/B_m$ and the line width of the 1S transition, we obtain a value of $\Delta_{XX} = 16$ meV, which is somewhat larger than the values reported in ref 9 but might be expected given that the value reported here is for a smaller size InAs NQD core than in prior reports. Thus, the biexciton binding energy in InAs NQDs studied here represents $\sim 1\%$ of the 1S exciton energy and, therefore, will not produce a notable deviation of the CM onset below the expected threshold of $\sim 2E_g$. However, recently, we have demonstrated that by using appropriately engineered hetero-NQDs, we can increase the X–X interaction energy to more than 100 meV. The purpose of this previous work was to obtain “giant” X–X repulsion ($\Delta_{XX} > 0$) as a means of achieving NQD lasing in the single-exciton regime. Currently, we are exploring strategies for obtaining strong X–X attraction ($\Delta_{XX} < 0$) by manipulating both quantum and dielectric confinement effects in order to produce an appreciable reduction in the CM energy onset.

In conclusion, on the basis of the analysis of optical selection rules and energy conservation, we propose a criterion for the CM activation threshold in NQDs, which relates $\hbar \omega_{CM}$ to the effective carrier masses. This criterion accurately predicts trends previously observed for CM onsets in semiconductor NQDs and indicates that the CM threshold can be reduced to the energy-conservation-defined minimum of $2E_g$ using materials with a significant difference between $m_e$ and $m_h$. By using InAs NQDs, for which $m_e \ll m_h$, we indeed observe CM thresholds that approach the fundamental $2E_g$ limit. We further discussed the possibility of obtaining the CM onset of less than $2E_g$ in the circumstance of strong Coulomb X–X attraction, which would decrease the energy required to produce a biexciton compared to twice a single-exciton energy. The very low threshold reported here for

---

**Figure 4.** Transient-absorption-based measurements of the X–X interaction energy. (a) TA spectrum collected for an InAs–CdSe core–shell NQD sample ($E_g = 1.55$ eV) using low intensity ($N_{in} = 0.1$) 1.77 eV excitation at temporal delays from the pump pulse that yield maximum bleach or photoinduced absorption amplitude (all pump to probe delays were between 0.15 and 0.6 ps). A small photoinduced absorption feature appears to the red of the strong 1S bleach feature. (b) TA dynamics measured at 1.46 and 1.18 eV exhibit bleach and photoinduced absorption, respectively. The photoinduced absorption feature appears promptly and decays away in correlation with the appearance of the 1S bleach feature. The ratio of transient amplitude maxima ($A_m$ and $B_m$) combined with the line width of the 1S transition ($\Gamma_1S$) are used to calculate the biexciton shift ($\Delta_{XX}$). The relation of these parameters is shown in the inset.
CM in a III–V material indicates that these are promising candidates for application in CM-enhanced photovoltaics and photocatalysis. The observed differential QEs for these materials do not appear to be as large as for IV–VI NQDs; however, the low CM threshold is significant due to a larger flux of solar photons that are capable of producing multi-excitons.
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